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11us paper pursues a comprehensive approach to account for the phonological nature of 

Korean tense consonants w1thm Aperwre Theo.cy 1 Even though the current hterature m Korean 

phonology attests to a fair amount of work on this issue. St1ll there is a controversy regarding the 

status of tense consonants as either gerrunate or singleton In this paper, I wtll show that non-

denved tense consonants and denved tense consonants behave dtfferently regarding the issue of 

whether or not they are underlymgly geminates Most current work on tense consonants 1n Korean 

clauns that these are underlymgly gemmate plain consonants and thus are considered to be morruc 

(J-H Jun 1991, 1993, 1994, J-I Han 1992. and Silva 1992) However, butldmg on Tak & Davis 

(1994), I will argue that Korean tense consonants are of two types (1) non-denved tense 

consonants that are nonmoraic and phonologically pattern as single consonants, and (11) denved 

tense consonants that are morruc and function as gemmates In my d1SCusS1on, I follow Hayes 

( 1989) 1n assuming that a coda consonant ts underlymgly nonmormc, whereas a genunate 

consonant 1s underlymgly morruc. as shown m (1) 

(1) .a eve syllable b CVCg syllable (closed by a gemmate) 

A\ !h c v c C V Cg 
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I will demonstrate that the first syllable JD an underlymg CVC'V-where C JS a tense consonant--

sequence acts monomoraic, as shown in (2a) However, I wtll also show that m instances where 

the tense consonant m a CVC'V sequence 1s denved from phonolog1cal processes, the first syllable 

m such a sequence acts blllloraic, as seen m (2b) 

(2) a The syllab1ficat1on of an undenved CVC'V sequence 

b The syllabtficauon of a denved CVC'V sequence 

This then offers a new approach to tense consonants m Korean that allows for dlstingwslung the 

different weight properties between denved and undenved tense consonants 

nus paper IS organized as follows Section 2 reviews the data that mouvated the 

conclusion of J-I Han (1992), J-H Jun (1991, 1993, 1994), and others that tense consonants are 

underlymgly genunate Section 3 presents some of the phonological charactensbcs of true 

gemmate consonants m Korean Subsequently, it will be demonstrated that undenved tense 

consonants do not pattern as such Sectlon 4 offers an alternative analysis of Korean tense 

consonants that dlstmgwshes between denved and undenved tense consonants SectJ.on 5 presents 

the conclus10n 
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2 Evidence for the Analysis of Tense Consonants as Gem.mates 

Recent studies of Korean tense consonants (J-H Jun 1991. 1993, 1994, J-I Han 1992, 

Sdva 1992) have developed an analysts of tense consonants m which they are descnbed as 

underlymg genunates Such consonants surface with the feature [c g ] through Genunate 

Reinforcement 2 

(3) Gerrunate Reinforcement (GR) 
Add [constncted glotbs] to gerrunate obstruents 

Given this analysis, single plam consonants m Korean are represented as underlymgly 

nonmoraic. while the genunate tense consonants bear a mora, as illustrated m (4) The rule of 

Genunate Reinforcement (henceforth GR), which assigns the feature [cg] to moraic obstruents, 1s 

shown m (5) (R=Root Node) 

(4) a Plam consonant/pl 

p 

(5) Gemmate Reinforcement 
µ 

b Tense consonant Ip'/ 
µ 
I 
p 

I ---+ 
µ 
I 

R [-son] R [-son] 
I 

Laryngeal 
I 

[+cg] 

To account for the representauon of tense consonants m (5), H-S Sohn (1987) clauns that a 

sequence of obstruents m Korean is amculated m the same manner as a sequence of tense 

consonants These tense consonants are phonencally charactenzed as mvolvmg the release of 

compressed air m the pharynx whtle glottal closure is mamtamed This combmat1on of articulatory 
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behavwr mvolved m the producuon of tense consonants is partially created by the artlculauon of a 

sequence of obsttuents m Korean One charactensuc of Korean 1s that obstruents are unreleased m 

the coda pos1b.on When another obsttuent follows, there is w.r pressure butld-up m the pharynx 

for the two-consonant duration This increase of a.ir pressure, because of the unrelease of the 

obstruent m the coda pos1b.on. has the same effect as glottal closure, m wluch the au m the pharynx 

1s compressed Accordmg to tlus view, GR after the unreleased consonant 1s explamed as the 

phonolog1cal equivalent to the articulatory constncuon of the glotus 

Evidence has been collected by vanous researchers to support the claim that surface tense 

consonants are m fact underlymg genunate plain consonants First, accordmg to J-1 Han (1992), 

when two idenucal obsttuents come together over a morpheme boundary, they are realized 

phoneUcally as a tense consonant Sample data are m (6) 3 

(6) a /tat/ 
b /os/ 
c lakl 
d /kuk/ 
e /nap/ 
f /cap/ 
g /pie/ 

'to close' 
'cloth' 
'music' 
'nab.on' 
'to pay' 
'sundary' 
'debt' 

+ Ital 
+ lsoV 
+ /kJ/ 
+ lkal 
+ /pu/ 
+ /pl/ 
+ /cs'fJI/ 

'brush' 
'mstrument' 
'family' 
'debt' 
'expense' 
'person' 

-> [tat'a) 
-> [os'ol] 
-> [ak'1] 
-> {kuk'a1 
-> [nap'u] 
-> [cap'1] 
-> [p1c'sg1] 

'to close' 
'cloth brush' 
'instrument' 
'country' 
'payment' 
'mc1dentals' 
'creditor' 

GR in (5) will apply to the output m (6). so that the moraic genunate surfaces as tense This 

process IS tradtb.onally refened to as Gemmate Fonnauon (henceforth GF), winch I fonnulate m 

(7) 4 

(7) Genunate Fonnab.on (GF) 
Assign a mora if two 1denucal obstruents occur over a morpheme boundary 

a a a a 

(A\ + il\ CF~ c1it \(t) 
[-son] [-son] [-son] 
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A second type of evidence m support of the underlying gemmate analysis of Korean tense 

consonants 1s the h.J.stoncal data discussed by H-Y Hwang (1986) and 1-H Jun (1991, 1993) 

They note that consonant clusters that existed m Korean unul the sixteenth century later developed 

into tense consonants, as shown by the h.tstoncal data m (8) 

(8) The diachronic change of clusters mto tense consonants (around the 
16th century) 

a clusters begmnmg with Ip/ 
A t'lS < ptls 
B s'1 < psi 
C t'e < pst£ 
D s'al < psal 

b clusters begmnmg with Isl 
E p'ul < spul 
F pucdk'e < put<Jskb 
G t'<Jl < Stdl 
H k'ol < skol 

'meanmg' 
'seed' 
'time' 
'nee' 

'horn' 
'to Buddha' 
'nee cake' 
'pasture' 

The data m (8) illustrate that the tense consonants m Modem Korean were developed through the 

fustoncal merger of pla.m consonants Consequently, it would not be unexpected if tense 

consonants displayed gemmate charactensucs 

Third, J-I Han (1992), Silva (1992), and 1 Yu (1989) also present phoneuc and 

durational evidence for the gemmate analysis of tense consonants 1-1 Han ( 1992) shows that, m 

terms of their closure durauon, tense consonants m mtervocal1c pos1uon are much longer than their 

plam counterparts Some of her results are shown m (9) 

losure Duration (m rnsec ) (9) c 
phonauon plain tense 
speaker A 57 172 
speakerB 51 118 
average 54 145 
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The longer duration of tense consonants, compared to plain consonants, can be accounted for 

under the proposal that tense consonants are gemmate, whereas plain consonants are not 

Silva (1992) exammed the acoustic properties ofbtlab1a1 plam and tense consonants His 

fmdmgs are m (10) 

Sliva reports results smular to J-I Han's, mainly, that tense consonants exh1b1t a twice longer 

closure duratJon at mtervocallc ("word-1ntemal") pos1uon than do plain consonants In other 

words, the tense consonants exhibit gemmate-type length Moreover, I Yu (1989) demonstrates 

that both an undenved tense consonant and a denved tense consonant have 1denucal durauon 

Thus, J Yu shows that there is no durauonal difference m the two tense [k']s m (11), despite then 

different denvauonal lustory 

(11) a /ak'J/ 'to hold dear' 
b /ak+kl/ -> [ak'1] 'mstrument' 

Fourth, J-1 Han (1992) mentions a descnpbon of accent patterns in standard Korean from 

J Yu (1988), m winch the pnmary accent falls on the leftmost heavy syllable, as shown in (12) 

(12) The accent rules of standard Korean (J Yu 1988) 
The pnmary accent falls on 

a the left most heavy syllable 
b the nghtmost hght syllable Jfthere 1s no heavy syllable 
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If tense consonants are actually gemmates, her accent rule predicts that words with tense 

consonants should surface with the pnrnazy accent on the vowel precedmg the tense consonant 

Accordmg to I Yu, this pred1cbon 1s correct, as mdicated m (13) 

(13) a ik'1 
b 6p'a 
c laptm 
d akas'1 
e acuk'all 

'moss' cf aki 'baby' 
'older brother' 
'pleasure' cf lapun 'mood' 
'young lady' 
'castor-bean plant' 

The reason why the first syllable of /ik'll 'moss' gets the pnmary accent 1s that /k'/ 1s 

underlymgly gemmate Therefore, the first syllable 1s heavy, closed by the left member of the 

underlymg gemmate In contrast to /ik'J/ 'moss', 1s /aki/ 'baby' with the primary accent assigned 

to the second syllable because of the hghbless of the first syllable 

Fifth, evidence from Korean compoundmg cited by J-1 Han (1992) and E-D Cook (1987) 

supports the gemmate analysis of Korean tense consonants The relevant data are shown m (14) 

(Data come from E-D Cook 1987 ) 

(14) Korean compoundmg 
a /J/ 'teeth' + /mom/ 'body'-> [1mmon] 'gum' 

/ore/ 'aver' + /mull 'water' -> [na!mmul] 'water' 
/kho/ 'nose' + /nal/ 'hoe' -> [khonnal] 'nose hne' 

b /me/ 'river' + lkal 'side' -> na!kka -> [na!k'a] 'riverside' 
/chaJ 'sun' + /can/ 'cup' -> chaccan -> [chac'an] 'tea cup' 
/paml '01ght' + /cam/ 'sleep' -> pamccam -> [parnc'am] 'night sleep' 
/san/ 'water' + /kill 'noise' -> sanklal -> [sank'1] 'mountain pass' 

The data m (14a) show that Korean compounding mvolves gemmauon The data 10 (14b) show 

that when an obstruent 1s to be gemmated 1t surfaces as a tense consonant Tlus analysis can be 

venfied further by mvest1gaung the compounds given m (15) (Data are from E-D Cook 1987) 
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(15) a /say/ 'bird'+ /aJ/ 'egg' 
b /pJ/ 'ram' + Josi 'clothes' 
c /nwun/ 'eye' + /aJ/ 'ball' 
d /cam/ 'sleep' + Josi 'clothes' 

Korean Tense Consonants 

-> [sayal] *[saytal] 'bird's egg' 
-> [p1ot] *[pitot] 'ram gear' 
-> [nwunal] *[nwuntal] 'eyeball' 
-> [camot] *[camtot] 'sleep wear' 

In (15), the second word begms with a vowel, therefore, smce the second word does not have an 

1mt1al consonant to gerrunate, gerrunation cannot occur The vanous surface realaations of 

compounded words. as seen m (14) and (15), can be explained ma urufonn way by gernmatlon 

Thus, m recent research on Korean tense consonants, the data and phenomena outlined m 

(6H 15) have been used to s~pport the underlying gemmate analysIS of Korean tense consonants 

3 The Phonological Nawre of Underived Tense Consonants 

In the previous section, vanous lands of evidence from the recent hterature were presented 

m support of the genunate analysis of tense consonants However, v.utually none of tlus evidence 

1S directly appbcable to the phonological nawre of undenved tense consonants Fust, the htstoncal 

evidence m (8) and the phonetic evidence m (9), (10), and (11) provide no mformauon concerning 

the phonological patterning of undenved tense consonants Second, the phenomena illustrated m 

(6). (7), and (14) are only relevant for denved tense consonants, and do not mfocm us about the 

nature of undenved tense consonants Fmally, the accent pattern provided m (12) and exempltfied 

m ( 13), which would consuwte relevant evidence concerning the phonological nature of undenved 

tense consonants, is htghly controversial For example, J~K Kim (1993), based on H-B Lee 

(1985), descnbes the Seoul dialect as havmg an accent pattern s1mtlar to (11) However, for 

words ltke those m (13), the undenved tense consonant does not make a preceding syllable heavy 

and so would not be gemmated Thus for fonns ilke m (11), J-K Ktm (1993) gives second 

syllable stress Moreover, DavJS & Lee ( 1994) provide phonological evidence for the traditional 

view that the Seoul dialect has 1rutial accent, at least at the deeper levels of the phonology Thus, I 

conclude that the evidence m (6H 15), cited m support of the germnate analysis of tense 

consonants, does not really reveal the phonological nature of undenved tense consonants In the 

remainder of this secuon, I show that undenved tense consonants pattern as smgletons 
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Before ment1omng the problems for the gemmate analysis of undenved tense consonants. I 

will revise GF and GR According to J-I Han (1992), GF apphes only when two identical 

obsbUents come together over a morpheme boundary However, there 1S no reason it cannot also 

apply to two sonorant consonants over a morpheme boundary, as illustrated m (16) 

(16) a /uni 'forest' 
b /pam/ 'pubhc' 
c /S1V 'loss' 

The new GF role 1s illustrated m (17) 

+ /mok/ 'tree' -> [nnmokJ 'forest tree' 
+ /mini 'race' -> [pammmJ 'commoner' 
+ /hi 'profit' -> {Sdh) '(financial) loss' 

(17) Geminate Format.ton (GF) 
Assign a mora if two 1denllcal consonants occur over a 
morpheme boundary 

G 

A\ 
(' i \l 

+ 

G 

A\ 
Ca V (C) 

CF _..... 

I put this analysis into the framework of Aperture Theory, proposed by Stenade (1992, 1993) 

Before the way GR is represented m this framework 1s shown, first compare (18) with (4) 
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(18) a Plam consonant It/ 
t 

~ 
I 

Supralaryngeal 

I 
Place 

c Denvedlt'I 

r 
t 

~ 
Supr~geal L~geal 

I I 
Place [constncted glorus] 

b Underived It'! 
t 

Korean Tense Consonants 

~ 
Supral~ngeal ~geal 

I I 
Place [constncted glotusJ 

As seen m (18a), a plain consonant has a release, but 1s not specdied for any laryngeal features 

However, as shown m (18b) and (18c), both a denved tense consonant and an undenved 

consonant consist of Ao and Amax. specified for [c g J However, they differ m morruc status, 

whereby a denved consonant 1s attached to a mora, whtle an undenved one is not 

G1Ven this, a new version of GR 1s given m Aperture Theory 
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(19) Gemmate Reinforcement (GR) 
Add [constncted glottis] under the Amax to geminate obstruents 

µ 

I 
R 

~ 
I 

Supralaryngeal 

I 
Place 

GR 

µ 

I 
R 

~ 
SupralJngeal L~geal 

I I 
Place [constncted glorus] 

J-1 Han (1992) suggests that all outputs ofGF are subject to Genunate Reinforcement, as shown 

in (3) and (5) However, based on Structure Preservallon (Kiparsky 1986), I posit that GR 

applies only when the plain gemmates are obstruents, so that the derived gemmate 1s realtzed as 

[cg] Structure Preservation prevents sonorant consonants and vowels from bemg assigned 

laryngeal features such as [c g ] or [s g ] Therefore, underlying obstruent gemmates are realized 

as tense, while underlymg sonorant genunates are realized as plam This IS dlustrated in (20) 
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(20) a 1anm/ 'elder sister'-> [onm] 
Syll CJ CJ 

f \ A 
GF 

GR 

SR 

a n n l 

t~r .. 
[nasal] [nasal] 

~Jr J n l 
~~ax 
I 

[nasal] 

NA 

canru] 
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b /akk.J/ 'instrument'-> [ak'1] 
CJ 

~ 
i\ 
a k 

Dorsal 

Place 

I 
Dorsal 

a cr 

~µ I! 
I VI 
a k 1 

AA max 

I Plr 
Dorsal 

P1Te LTngeal 

Dorsal [constncted glottis] 

[ak'1] 
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Now, let us consider a potennal problem for the gemmate analysis as 1t relates to undenved 

tense consonants One 11nmed1ate problem for the gerrunate analysis of undenved tense consonants 

1s the observatlon that Korean does not allow a syllable to begm with a gerrunate or moraic onset 

(21) Korean syllable template 
(J 

A 
([+cons]) [+voe] ([+cons]) 

If tense consonants are considered genunate, tense consonants 10 absolute onset pos1tlon 

are problematic because these would then violate Korean syllable structure This 1s shown by the 

words 10 (22) 

(22) Tense consonants 10 (absolute) onset pos1tlon 
a /k.'1b/ 'together' 
b /p'ali/ 'fast' 
c /panc'ak/ 'sparkling' 
d /chamk.'re/ 'sesame' 

Consider the syllab1ficat1on of (22a) and (22c), shown 10 (23a) and (23b), respecuvely, within the 

framework proposed by J-H Jun ( 1991) Here, tense consonants are considered underly10gly 

mora.Ic 

(23) a [k'1h] 

k 

b [panc'ak] 
a 

p a 
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There 1s no mouvauon for the unattached mora to the syllable m Korean, as seen m (21), smce no 

process seems to be sensitive to its presence For that matter, there is no explanation for why an 

unattached mora would be realized as a tense consonant, mstead of, for example, as a trigger for 

epenthestS While the representations m (23) can be fixed up by Stray Erasure, as suggested by J-

I Han (1992), there ts no phonological evidence that these onset consonants are ever mora.ic 

A second problem for the gemmate analySIS of undenved tense consonants IS that 

undenved tense consonants do not pattern phonologically hke genunate consonants Consider 

Korean umlaut, which opuonally fronts a back vowel when the vowel /J.I 1s m the followmg 

syllable, as seen ID (24) (The data are from Y-S Lee 1993, and reflect the Seoul dialect ) 

(24) a hilo/ -> [agi] or (reg1] 'baby' 
b 1anu1 -> [onu] or [enu] 'mother' 
c /soncapJ/ -> [soncab1] or [soncrebi] 'handle' 
d /s'tb/ -> [sm} or [sm] 'to be sick' 
e /tanJ/ -> [taru] or [trem] 'to go to and from' 
f /maul -> [madi] or [mrediJ 'knot' 
g /taIJ/ -> [tan] or [tren] 'to 1r0n' 

Nouce, however, that the words ID (25) fad to undergo umlaut The difference between (24) and 

(25) 1s that m (24), the consonants between the target and the tngger of umlaut are s1Dgle 

consonants, whereas m (25), they are gemmates to wluch a mora 1s assigned In short, umlaut IS 

blocked by an mtervemng mora assigned to a genunate 

(25) a /allt/ -> [alh] *[a:lh] 'to inform' 
b 1anni1 -> [dnm] *[ennt] 'sister' 
c 1ka1111 -> [kdlli] *[kelh} 'to be hung' 
d /kamnu (lop-ta)/ -> [kanuru] *[kzrrum] 'to be sweet' 
e /mallJ/ -> [mall1] *[nuelh] 'to dry' 
f /p'allJ/ -> [p'alh] *[p'relh] 'to be sucked' 

With respect to umlaut, Y-S Lee (1993) argues that only when the target and tngger are 

adjacent on the mora.tc tier can umlaut occur He refers to thts as the Mora.ic Adjacency Condiuon 

Smce gemmate consonants are moraic, they block umlaut m (25) because the target vowel and the 
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tngger vowel are not moraically adjacent Tlus JS illustrated m (26) by a companson of the morruc 

syllable structures of /akJ./ 'baby' and /a]IJ/ 'to mfonn' 

(26) a. /ak.J/ 'baby' b /albl 'to mfonn' 
(Umlaut occurs) (Umlaut does not occur) 

a a er CJ 

I I I I µ µ µ µ µ 
I I I I I 
a k a 

Umlaut occurs m (26a) However, no umlaut occurs m (26b) smce the target and the tngger are 

not moraically adjacent It JS the moraicJty of the mtervenmg consonant or long vowel that JS 

crucial If a (nongemmate) consonant cluster mtervenes between the target and the tngger, umlaut 

sun applles, as seen m (27) 

(27) a /nampJ/ 
b /palk+lu/ 
c /ankl/ 
d liJukll 

-> [namb1] or [nremb1] 
-> [paJkh1] or [prelkh1] 
-> [aug1] or [reog1] 
-> [ouki] or [reukl] 

'kettle' 
'to brighten' 
'to be embraced' 
'to be curdled' 

If tense consonants are underlymgly gemmate or moraic, it 1s presumed that they should block 

umlaut, smce the target and tngger would not be adjacent on the mora.ic ber, smular to (26b) 

However, umlaut applies across undenved tense consonants, as seen m (28) 

(28) a /thok'J/ 
b /ak'J/ 

-> [thok'1] or [thok'1] 'rabblt' 
-> [ak'1] or [rek'1] 'to hold dear' 

The data m (24)-(28) argue that an undenved tense consonant patterns as anonmoraic consonant 

Gemmate consonants block umlaut, whtle undenved tense consonants and non-gemmate clusters 
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as smgleton consonants do not I take tlus as strong evidence that undenved tense consonants are 

not underlymgly genunate 

A third problem for the gemmate analysis of undenved tense consonants relates to certam 

suffixes that can impose prosodic reqmrements on the stems to which they attach For example, 

when the effecbve suffix /-trul attaches 1tself to a monosyllab1c stem that 1s also b1moraic, the stem 

can surface as monomoraic, as shown m (29) An underlymg monomoraic verb stem does not 

change, as seen m (30) (Data come from DavlS & Lee 1994 )°' 

(29) a /koll-tm/ -> [kdnru] 'to filter' 
b /null-tru/ -> [nunni] 'to press' 
c /s'1 p-tm/ -> [s'1blru] 'to chew' 
d lko t-1ru1 -> [kanm] 'to walk' 

(30) a /mut-tml -> [mudtm] 'to bury' 
b /kup-HU/ -> [kublru] 'to bend' 

This phenomenon 1s called Mora Shift by J-S Lee (1991) If the effecbve suffIX /-tml attaches to 

a monosyllab1c stem that is bunoraic, a mora of the stem slufts to/!/, under the v1ew of J-S Lee 

(1991), who considers the suffix-m1bal /1/ weightless However, if tt attaches to a monosyllabic 

stem which 1s also monomoraic, a mora is assigned to /ii by default 6 As seen m (29), if stems 

contain a long vowel or a gemmate (t e contam two moras), one of the stem moras is available and 

slufts to/ti Tlus 1s reflected by the degenunauon of the verb stems, as m (29a) and (29b), and by 

the vowel shortemng m (29c) and (29d) In other words, underlymg blnlora1c stems result m 

monomoraic stems after /-tntl attaches to them In all other cases where the verb stem 1s 

monomoraic, as 10 (30), Default Mora Insemon 1s apphed 

Ifundenved tense consonants are gem10ates which are underly10gly morruc, then they 

should lose their tenseness when augmented by the effecbve suffix. However, tense consonants 

do not lose thetr tenseness, as shown 10 (31) They behave the same as the single consonants m 

(30), not hke the genunates m (29a) and (29b) (Data are from Davis & Lee 1994) 
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-> [nak'im] *[naktm] 'to fish' 
-> [muk.'tm] *[muk.tru] 'to tie together' 
-> [pok'tru] *[poktm] 'to nux' 

Tius strongly supports the view that undenved tense consonants are not underlymgly gemmate 

The eV1dence presented m (21)-(31) from syllab1ficabon, umlaut, and suffixabon illustrates 

that Korean undenved tense consonants are not genunates Such tense consonants do not pattern 

phonologically as gemmate consonants, but rather as smgletons Nonetheless, as I show in the 

following section, denved tense consonants do pattern phonologically as gerrunate or monuc 

4 D!Stmgwshmg Between Denved and Undenved Tense Consonants 

While I have argued that undenved tense consonants are singletons, I nonetheless would 

mamtam that denved tense consonants pattern as monuc or gemmate Ttus View 1s consistent with 

the data from J-1 Han (1992) on morpheme concatenation. m (6). and the data from E-D Cook 

(1987) on compounding, m (14) Here, I present three additional arguments for the genunate 

nature of denved tense consonants 

The first argument that denved tense consonants are genunace or rnoraic comes from therr 

effect on umlaut Wh.tle undenved tense consonants pattern b.ke singletons m that they do not 

block umlaut, denved tense consonants pattern like gemmates and do block umlaut A crucial 

example 1s given 10 (32) with the denved form [ak'1] 'mstrument' m (32a) and the undenved [ak't] 

'to hold dear' in (32b) 

(32) a /ak+ktl 
b /ak'tl 

-> [ak'l] *[rek'1] 
-> [ak'1] or [rek'1] 

'instrument' 
'to hold dear' 

The denved tense consonant [k'] m (32a) becomes moraic and tensed through the processes of GF 

and GR shown in (17) and (19) The different denvations of (32a) and (32b) are shown m (33a) 

and (33b), respectively 
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(33) a /ak.+la/ 'instrument' 
Syll cr (J 

GF 

A 
a k 

/'..... 
Ir 

k 
~ lo Amax f° Amax 

(J (J 

f'vl 
a k 

~ax 

PiLe 

I Dorsal 

GR cr cr 

~µ /1µ 
I Vi 
a k ............-.. 

lo Ar 
Pre LTgeal 

Dorsal [constncted glotus] 

SR [ak'1] 
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b /ak.'J/ 'to hold dear' 
(J 

I 
~ 
a 

Plar LTngeal 

Dorsal [constncted glottis] 

NA 

NA 

[ak.'1] 
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Consequently. when umlaut apphes, the forms m (33a) and (33b) would have the 

representations shown m (34a) and (34b), respectively 

(34) a. /ak+la/ -> [ak'l] 
•instrument' 
(Umlaut does not apply) 

b /ak.'1' -> (ak'1] 
'to hold dear' 
(Umlaut apphes) 

1\ ~ r vr 
a Ii 1 
~ 

Ao Amax 

I I 
Place Latyngeal 

I I 
DOrsal [constncted glottis] 

! /1 
A~ 
I I Place Lmyngeal 

I I 
Dorsal [constncted glotbs] 

Given the representauons m (34). 1t can be correctly predicted that the denved tense consonant m 

(34a) blocks umlaut, wh.tle the underlymg tense consonant m (34b) does not Notice that the 

denved tense consonant parallels the umlaut blockmg behavior of true gemmates, as seen m (25) 

Th.ts 1S evidence that denved tense consonants are phonolog1cally moraic and genunate 

Second, as presented earher, J-I Han (1992) proposes that /ak.+la/ 'mstrument' and /ak.'1' 

'to hold dear' are pronounced 1denucally However, they can be pronounced differently accordmg 

to speech pattern The term casual speech 1s used to refer to utterances that are observable m 

lughly mfolTDal speech Allegro speech is slower than casual speech and somewhat more formal 

In allegro speech, an articulatory pause can occur between the first and the second syllable of 

/ak+la/ 'mstrument', and then Post-obstruent Tens1ficat10n occurs In casual speech, this 1s not the 

case 7 Tlus cannot happen with /ak:i/ 'to hold dear', as is shown m (35} 8 

(35) 
a /ak+la/ 
b /ak'i/ 

-> 
-> 

~ 
[ak.'1] 
[ak.'1] 

~ 
or [ak.k'1] 
* [ak.k'1] 
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Tbts difference is consistent w1th denved tense consonants bemg gemmate or mora.1c, and with 

undenved ones bemg singletons 

Tiurd, data from Korean stress can be used to support the difference between denved and 

undenved tense consonants Even though the version of Korean stress put forward by J Yu 

(1988) was menuoned earlier m (13) and (14) as supporting the underlymg geID10ate analysis of all 

tense consonants, H-B Lee (1974) provides a slightly different version based on the followmg 

datam(36) 

(36) a nunmul 'tear' kmngi 'cold' 
so mun 'rumor' k~Jsag 'chair' 

b 6 hu 'afternoon' samuso 'office' 
c urf 'we' a.kl 'baby' 

none 'song' bag11ru 'basket' 

H-B Lee (1974) proposes the following Korean stress rule m (37) 

(37) Korean Stress Rule 
Stress falls on 

a a syllable with a Jong vowel, 1f there is a long vowel " 
b the first syllable, when this syllable is (C)VC 
c or else, the second syllable 

Given the stress rule m (37), specific predictions are made about the stress pattern of words 

begmrung with a CVC'V sequence If the tense consonant is undenved, then stress should fall on 

the second syllable However, 1f the tense consonant is denved or genunate, then stress should 

fall on the mltlal syllable, smce it would be heavy The data m (38), showmg the stress pattern of 

words conta.1rung undenved tense consonants, 1Uustrates that stress m such words 1s correctly 

predtcted as fallmg on the second syllable This thus supports the view that undenved tense 

consonants are not genunate (Data are drawn from J-K. Kim 1993 )10 
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(38) a /op'a/ -> 
b /Ik'J/ -> 
c /ak'J/ -> 
d /tok'J/-> 

[op'aJ 
[Ik'f] 
[ak'l] 
[tok'i] 

1996MALC 

'brother' 
'moss' 
'to hold dear' 
'axe' 

Korean Tense Consonants 

Contrastmg with underlying tense consonants, denved tense consonants Illustrate a different stress 

pattern as in (39) 

(39) a /ak+ki/ 
b /tok+ki/ 

-> [a.k'1] 
-> [t6k11J 

'instrument' 
'spite' 

A denved tense consonant, as shown m (39), does make the first syllable heavy, as predicted, and 

so pnmary stress falls on the first syllable m the words m (39) Thus, the stress pattern as 

reported by J4 K Kun (1993) d1sungwshes between denved tense consonants, wluch pattern as 

gemmate or moraic, and undenved tense consonants, whlch pattern as smgletons 

5. Summary 

In thls paper, I reject the recently proposed analysis of Korean tense consonants as bemg 

un1fonnly gemmates, regardless of whether they are undenved tense or denved tense consonants 

Instead. I propose that Korean tense consonants are underlymgly smgle consonants or nonmoraic, 

and that only tense consonants that are denved funcaon as genunate or mora.ic 

My evidence was pnmanly phonolog1cal, based on the patterning m syllable structure, 

umlaut, suffixauon, and Korean stress First, smce Korean syllable structure does not allow 

consonant clusters, if a syllable-irut1al tense consonant ts regarded as morruc, 1t results ma 

violaaon of Korean syllable structure Second, the vowel frontmg phenomenon-umlaut-ts 

blocked 1f the tngger and the target are not ad;acent on the moraic tier An mtervenmg gemmate 

consonant between the target and the tngger blocks umlaut, thus providing evidence for their 

mormcity The fact that denved tense consonants block umlaut, whereas undenved tense 

consonants do not, 1S evidence that denved tense consonants are moraic, but that undenved tense 
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consonants are not. 1lurd. attacbmg the effecb.ve suffix /-uu/ to a monosyllabic stem that ts also 

b1moraic results ma monomonuc stem m the surface representatton However, attach.mg the 

effective suffix /-tru/ to monomoraic stems does not result in a change If undenved tense 

consonants are mormc, when this suffix attaches to a monosyllabic stem. the undenved tense 

consonant should lose Its tenseness In reahty, however, it remains the same nus evidence 

shows that undenved tense consonants are not moraic Fourth, even though there are 

controversies concerrung Korean stress rules, undenved tense consonants seem to behave 

differently from denved tense consonants 1n such a way that undenved tense consonants cannot 

make the precedmg syllable heavy, meaning that they are nonmorau:, however, denved tense 

consonants can make a preceding syllable heavy meaning that they are moraic Therefore, m a 

CVC'V sequence, if the C' 1S undenved, then the stress falls on the second syllable, whereas lf a 

C' is denved, then tbe stress falls on the first syllable. 

Given the evidence, I have shown that despite the phoneuc sundanty between denved and 

undenved tense consonants, the phonology treats them dlfferently the derived tense consonants 

pattern as geminate or morwc, whtle the undenved ones do not 

NOTE 

Tins paper 1s a revmon of an earber version of paper that appeared m CLS 30 I would 

especially bke to thank the co-author of the earher paper. Stuart Davis, for Ins constant support so 

that I could fm1sh tins paper Also, I am indebted to Robert Botne, Jonm Kanerva, and Jong-kyoo 

Kun for d1scussmg vanous aspects of this paper All the errors are my respons1b1ltty 
1In this paper, I assume famtltanty with Aperture Theory 
2SJ.lva (1992) calls tins Tens1ficat1on m Ins dlSsertatton GR does not apply to geminate 

sonorants smce sonorants with the feature [+cg ] are prohibited m Korean 
3Y-K Kim-Renaud (1987) shows that a sequence of homorgamc plain obstruents such as 

/-tt../ may be transcnbed as either a tense consonant or a sequence of a plain and tense consonant 
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such as /-t'-/ or /-tt'-/, respecuvely, m allegro speech However, m my paper, I will adopt the 

former transcnpuon 

Tus rule, modlfied from J-1 Han (1992), wtll be reVIsed later, smce she does not 

recogmze that Ge1D1nate Formauon also applies tf two sonorant consonants occur over a morpheme 

boundary 

'In Korean, voiceless obstruents do not contrast phonenucally with their voiced 

counterparts, nor do lateral bqu1ds contrast with non-lateral liquids A voiceless obstruent 1s 

usually realized mtervocal1cally as voiced The lateral hqwd changes mto the non-lateral one 

between vowels However, there are some excepttons categonzed as irregular verbs, which 

conjugate uregularly, as seen m (29d) These verbs belong to the class known as Ill-irregular 

verbs. m which /fl morphophonenucally changes mto Ir/ between verbs The example (29a) 1s a 

regular verb Whether a verb 1s conjugated regularly or irregularly 1s not phonologically 

predictable 
61 assume m this paper that the suffix m1tlal hi 1s weightless, cons1denng the followmg 

data (J-S Lee 1991) 

~ Coooectgve ~ ~ 
/se +ta/ /se + ko/ /se+ a/ /se+tru/ 'to count' 
[seta] [seko] [sea] [sem] 

/kup+ta/ lkup + ko/ lkup+a/ /kup+tm/ 'to bend' 
[kupta] [kupko] [kuba] [kubiru] 

ft.I is deleted only if the stem ends with a vowel, as seen m [sent], however, /ti remams if the stem 

ends with a consonant as illustrated m [kubm1] In other words, fi/ funcuons to break up 

consonant hiatus m order for the output to conform to Korean syllable structure Therefore, I-S 

Lee argues that there is no mouvauon for assigrung a mora to M m suffix millal position smce it 

deletes when preceded by vowel-fmal stems 
7Accordmg to E-J Baek (1991), Post-obstruent Tens1fication assigns [cg] to the surface 

representallon E-J Baek argues that this is not a phonolog1cal rule, but a phoneuc realization 
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process 

'These judgments are mme 

91..ong vowels occur only m the 1ruual syllable m standard Korean 
1°The stress judgments match my own as well as those of two other Korean students at 

Indiana University at Bloorrungton 
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